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Introducing 32 Assembly and Lesson Kits!!
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Meeting the new RSHE statutory requirements
During lockdown, The Big Think team has been busy creating new
Assembly and Lesson kits so primary schools can enjoy a
comprehensive 2-year rolling programme that meets the new RSHE
requirements and a wider PSHE curriculum as well as boosting Wellbeing.
We commissioned 8 new authors to write 32 new The Big Stories based on
diverse issues affecting children in the UK.
Here is a selection of our new values and story titles:
Commitment - All Shapes and Sizes
Pride - #YOLO (You Only Live Once)
Justice - Taking the Knee
Belonging - Beyond the Binary
Solitude - School Night Tussle
Equality - Star Power
See here how the new sessions link with core Social and Emotional (SEL)
skills and the statutory Relationships and Sex Education (RSE) curriculum.

Download New FREE Assembly and Lesson Kit on Growth
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RSHE Planning for the Summer Term
The Big Think schools are saying that our flexible programme is coming
into its own as they can plan an RSHE Overview that actually meets the
children's needs as they are right now, rather than just ticking boxes.
Eastfield Primary in Enfield is choosing to return with our new
PEACE sessions Belonging, Solitude, Resilience and Play
which focus on self-regulation skills.
Find out more from PSHE Lead Katherine Mannion in her TBT blog.
Weston Park Primary in Haringey is starting with our free
Circles of CARE sessions to help children reconnect with one another
through their school values, then they are hand-picking sessions
across all 5 of our core values that they feel their children need or
that match their events calendar - many are Community sessions
which focus on social-awareness skills and the environment.
They can also use our Assemblies on Saving Water and Clean Air
to mark World Water Day in March and Clean Air Day in June.
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Join our next FREE workshop to see if
the new The Big Think programme is a good fit with your school!
An opportunity to experience a lesson and connect with TBT schools.

Book your place in this FREE Workshop
Alternatively, feel free to email us to book a phone call so we can talk
through the programme and how it might meet your needs.
contact@the-big-think.org
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